**CLOSE #1**

Hold the edge of the table top with one hand and lift it upward.

**CLOSE #2**

Flip table top from horizontal to vertical position and let it rest next to the legs.

**CLOSE #3**

Position fingers at the grooves along side the shelves. Lift both upper and lower shelves at the same time until the frame is half closed.

**CLOSE #4**

Firmly hold both top cross bars with both hands.

**CLOSE #5**

Bring legs together to close frame.

**CLOSE #6**

Latch hook to lock on both sides.

**WARNING:**
Folded product cannot stand upright without support. It must be stored against a secure vertical surface.

Make sure frame is completely closed.
Engage lock on both sides.
User Manual  
PLEAS READ CAREFULLY  
BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT 
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For Type IB: (BB-3110WS)  
Folding islands with two shelves

Do not exceed these maximum load limits
Table Top--------80 lbs (36.4 Kg)  
Each Shelf--------30 lbs (13.6 Kg)

Care Instructions  
- Use mild detergent to wipe clean.  
- Dry with clean cloth.  
- Do not use corrosive chemicals or abrasive
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FOLDABLE INNOVATIONS
Lake Forest, CA 92630  
Tel: (949) 600-6990  Fax: (949) 269-0694  
Email: sales@oasisconcepts.com  
Website: www.oasisconcepts.com

↑ Hand Position

OPEN #1  
Hand Position

Hold top cross bars

Firmly hold two top cross bars with both hands.
Move legs outward to spread them apart.

OPEN #2  
Hand Position

DO NOT press along center gap to prevent pinching hands

If shelves do not fall flat completely, press down gently. 
WARNING: DO NOT press down on shelves along the center gap to prevent pinching hands.

OPEN #3  
Hand Position

↑ Hand Position

Hold the edge of the table top with one hand, lift it upward all the way.

OPEN #4  
Hand Position

Flip table top from vertical to horizontal position and let it rest flat on top of the legs.

OPEN #5  
Hand Position

Table top locks will engage. Lock castors if needed.

Lock castors if needed